Seed Factory

Partners & co-investors:

Venture investments give returns higher than the
majority of the competing opportunities
The class of alternative investments typically have higher
returns, though are associated with excessive amount of risk
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The main drivers of early-stage investment success
allow to maintain high returns with less risk
Anticipated angel-investment return could be
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Classical success-stories on the tech market
in the US
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Seed Factory is a startup studio with a portfolio of
emerging companies under management.

Seed Factory engages in projects as a co-founder CTO and leads them
through follow-on investments all the way to liquidity events.

Our key advantage is the balance between financial capital
and human resources that start-ups can exploit.

We provide tech-development assistance, product
management and advisory services to emerging businesses.
SEED FACTORY

By obtaining a minor stake in each company, we can ensure
that our interests align.

We offer investment partnership in technological
startups in the USA and Europe

Investment type
Commitment
Diversified portfolio

Personal portfolio

Stake at the investment pool

USD 1M+

USD 100K+
10-15 companies

Maturity

4+2 years

Carried interest
Management fee
Equity stake
Citizenship

20%
2% on commitment

2.5% on commitment

10% - 25% in each company
Upon request

Every potential company undergoes meticulous
due diligence and is mentored all the way to
liquidity event
Selection stage

Concept validation

Developing stage

Fundraising stage

Scoring

Hypothesis testing

Product development

Follow-on investments

Due-diligence

Business model validation

MVP creation

Growing

Expertise outsource

Possible pivoting

Revenue building

Exiting

Investment decision

IDEA

MVP

Scaling

Selected start-ups

Exiting
Turn an idea into a
business concept

All-round development
and first sales

Analysing thorough
metrics and scaling

Past and current successful ventures
Several projects from our portfolio have already attracted substantial
capital from well established organisations

Simple Invest
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$1.25M

Unrealised return

3.1X in 1 year
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The team has all-round experience working with
venture-stage companies.
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Email: d.prostov@mobi-soft.org
Skype: d.prostov

Disclaimer
This presentation is issued by Seed Factory LLC. This presentation has been delivered on a confidential basis to prospective investors.
Any reproduction or distribution of this presentation, in any format, is prohibited without the prior written consent of Seed Factory. The
presentation materials must be returned promptly upon request Seed Factory. By accepting the presentation materials, each
prospective investor agrees to the foregoing:
This presentation is not, and under no circumstances is it to be construed as, a prospectus or an advertisement in any jurisdiction and
no offer, marketing, solicitation or invitation of an offer for an interest in the Seed Factory. This presentation is being provided on an
"information only" basis and no reliance should be placed upon the information contained herein. The information contained in this
presentation is provided to assist prospective investors but is not intended to be comprehensive. Prospective investors should make
their own investigation of the investment opportunity described herein, including the merits and risks. Certain information contained
herein concerning economic trends and performance are based on or derived from information provided by open sources. Seed
Factory believes that the sources from which it has been obtained are reliable. However, Seed Factory cannot guarantee the accuracy
of such information, and has not independently verified the assumptions on which such information is based.
All statements of opinion and belief contained in this presentation and all projections, forecasts or statements relating to expectations
regarding future events or the possible future performance of the Seed Factory are those of Seed Factory own assessment and
interpretation of information available to it as at the date hereof and are subject to change without notice. No representation is made or
assurance given that such statements, opinions, projections or forecasts are correct or will be achieved. Prospective investors must
determine for themselves what reliance they should place on such statements, opinions, projections or forecasts and no responsibility
(except in the case of fraud) is accepted by Seed Factory in respect thereof. Prospective investors are strongly advised to conduct
their own due diligence without limitation of investing in the Seed Factory.
Certain information contained in this presentation constitutes "forward-looking statements," which can be identified by the use of
forward-looking terminology In some cases you can identify forward-looking statements by terminology such as “may,” “will,” “could,”
“would,” “should,” “expects,” “plans,” “anticipates,” “believes,” “intends,” “estimates,” “predicts”, “projects”, “potential,” or “continue”
or the negative of these terms or other comparable terminology. Due to various risks and uncertainties, actual events or results or the
actual performance of the Seed Factory may differ materially from those reflected or contemplated in such forward-looking statements.

